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What is your current HCM / Financials environment?

A. PeopleSoft
B. Oracle E-Business Suite
C. Oracle Cloud
D. Workday
E. Ellucian
F. Other / combination
IN THE BEGINNING

What was the impetus for the digital transformation at your institution?

Were there immediate challenges, or ‘burning platforms’ to address?

How did you assess the technology marketplace?

What selection did you make and why?

POLLLING QUESTION #2

Where is your institution in developing a cloud transformation strategy?

A. Not started, don’t know where to start
B. Thinking about it, but not far on the journey
C. Developing a cloud transformation strategy right now
D. Kicking off the transformation now
E. We are there!
IMPLEMENTATION

After the technology selection, how did you assess and select a consulting partner for implementation?

How did you phase the project?

Any lessons learned or advice on Cloud implementation?

POST GO-LIVE

‘Go-live’ or ‘Go-begin’?

Any significant KPI improvements you can point to either from IT or administration?

Being live on HCM/ERP, what does ongoing governance look like to sustain your Oracle Cloud investment?

Where do you go from here with Oracle Cloud?
POLLING QUESTION #3
How quickly will your organization migrate to the cloud?

A. Very quickly (decision will be made in the next 12 months)
B. Quickly (next 1-2 years)
C. Moderately quickly (next 2-5 years)
D. Slowly (5+ years)
E. We already did!
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